Why more and more
companies are opting for LCL
Increasingly often, companies are opting to use
external data centres to reduce their telecom
costs. And by working with LCL, they are going for
guaranteed power, cooling and connectivity.

Guaranteed power and cooling
A UPS system (Uninterruptible Power Supply) guarantees a permanent supply of power
at our two data centres. And various air-conditioning systems with separate cooling water
circuits keep the temperature steady at between 20 and 24°C, distributing it evenly over
the entire data centre. So your IT systems are in safe hands.

Giga connectivity
Our meet-me-room gives you flawless contact with all of the major carriers. You can
choose yourself from every possible type of connection: MPLS, IP-VPN, Internet backbone
providers (IP Transit), Voice over IP or video connectivity. Everything is possible. Everyone
is within reach.

“Using LCL as a Colocation
Centre, Vesuvius saves
€ 80.000 a year.”
Pierre Combemale, CIO Vesuvius Group
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Disaster recovery & business continuity
Having solid back-up for their own data centre, is often the reason why companies come
knocking at LCL’s door.
Chicago Metallic, which manufactures ceiling systems, is one such company.
European IT-manager Gunter Rombauts:
‘Our Achilles heel was disaster recovery, but working with LCL has enabled us to discover
many more opportunities.
We started by looking at the various independent data centres. LCL made us a fantastic
proposal: they knew that there were lots of fibre optic cables on our doorstep. This
opened up excellent prospects for a fully-fledged second site.
We needed extra-deep cabinets for our equipment and LCL were very flexible about that,
too.
And the fact that we were given a separate area for our business-critical data was also
great.
In actual fact, the LCL data centre is better equipped than our own computer room in
terms of electricity supply.
And the same connectivity is a lot cheaper at LCL than it is with us in Wijnegem.’

“The same connectivity is a lot cheaper
at the LCL data centre than
it is with us in Wijnegem.”
Gunter Rombauts, European IT-manager Chicago Metallic
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Smart hands & eyes
Our technical staff is also easily accessible. If you would like, our people will always lend
you a hand to keep your critical systems up and running. For services such as power on/off,
reboot, change of network and replacing electronic components, your wish is our command.

Would you like to come and see our data centres for yourself?
Want to know what LCL can do specially for you?
Send an e-mail or call us (infor@lcl.be or 02 709 70 20) to make an appointment.

“We found the people at LCL to be flexible and
approachable, as well as able to think
with us personally.”
BEEN7

Jonas Dhaenens, founder Combell, Gent
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